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March 13, 2015 
 
Report of the Core Cur riculum Reconciliation Committee (C C R C) to the McNichols 
Faculty Assembly (M F A) 
 
The following courses have been approved as fulfilling the indicated learning outcomes by either 
a college/school curriculum committee (CSCC) or a Review Committee for Integrating Themes 
(RCIT). Therefore, the (CCRC) recommends to the MFA that these courses be included in the 
new core curriculum: 
 
A . Core Proficiencies for K nowing the World 
    A1: Written Communication 
 ENL 1310 
 
    A2: Oral Communication 
 CST 1010 
 
    A3: Quantitative and Symbolic Reasoning 
 MTH 1010 

MTH 1110 
MTH 1120 
MTH 1400 
MTH 1410 
MTH 1420 
 

B . K nowing the World through Observation and Experimentation 
    B1: Physical Sciences 
 BIO 1030 
 BIO 1200/1210 
 BIO 2300/2310 
 BIO 4990 

CHM 1015 
CHM 1025 
CHM 1030 
CHM 1070 
CHM 1080 
PHY 1080 
PHY 1600/1610 
SCIE 1020 
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 B2: Social Sciences 
 ECN 2950 

ECN 2960 
ECN 3050 
ECN 4355 
ECN 4705 
PYC 1000 
PYC 2500 
PYC 2600 
PYC 2650 
SOC 1000 
SOC 2100 
SOC 4520 

     
B3: Statistical and Probabilistic Reasoning 
 BIO 2900 

BUS 3300 
MRD 4850 
MTH 2140 
MTH 4270 

 SOC 4700 
STA 2250 
SWK 3700 
 

C . K nowing the World by T ranscending the Physical 
    C1: Philosophical Knowledge 
 PHL 1000 
 PHL 3010 
 PHL 3030 
 PHL 3080 
 PHL 3081 
 PHL 3120 
 PHL 4060 
 PHL 4091 
 PHL 4290 
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 C2: Religious Knowledge 
 CAS 2000/RELS 2000 
 CAS 3000/RELS 4320/HIS 3090 
 RELS 2001 
 RELS 2020 
 RELS 2030 
 RELS 2200 
 RELS 2240 
 RELS 3060 
 RELS 3061 
 RELS 4140 
 RELS 4141 
 RELS 4440 
 
D . K nowing the World through Interpretation and Inspiration 
    D1: Historical Knowledge 
 HIS 2640 
    D2: Literature 
 ENL 2350 

ENL 2450 
ENL 2650 

    D3: Fine and Creative Arts 
 ARCH 2220 
 CST 1120 
 CST 4120 
 DMS 1710 
 ENL 2550 
 ENL 3750 
 FINA 2000 
 MUS 2020 
 MUS 2090 
 MUS 3060 
 MUS 3080 
 TRE 1310 
 TRE 1610 
E . K nowing the World In O rder to Improve I t 
    E1: Ethics, Social Justice, and Professional Responsibility 
 ETH 3580 

ETH 3590 
PHL 2010 
RELS 4340 
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F . Integrating Themes 
    F1: Reading, Writing, and Research across the Core Curriculum 
 ARCH 2220 
 BIO 4990 
 CHM 1015 
 CHM 1030 
 CHM 2300 
 CHM 4740 
 ENL 2040 
 ENL 2060 
 ENL 3030 
 ENL 3260 
 NUR 3275/4230/4245 

PHL 4060 
PYC 3420 

 PYC 3430 
 PYC 3540 
 SOC 4520 
 WGS 3000 
 
    F2: Critical Thinking 
 ARCH 2520 
 BUS 2310 
 CSSE 4150 
 ENGR 3150 
 ENL 2060 
 HIS 2510 
 NUR 2500 
 PHL 1500 
 PHY 1600/1610 
 RELS 2340 
 RELS 4130 
 WGS 3000 
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F3: Understanding Cultural Diversity 
 AAS 2000/SOC 2120 
 ADS 4950 
 CHI 1100 
 CST 3140  
 ECN 4355 

ECN 4705  
 EDU 3200 
 HIS 3480 
 HUS 4410 
 ITL 1000 
 PYC 4400 
 PHL 3050 
 PHL 3081 
 PLS 1000 
 PYC 3430 
 PYC 4400 
 RELS 2020 
 RELS 2030 
 RELS 3060 
 RELS 3061 
 SOC 2100 
 SPA 1100 
     
F4: Understanding Human Differences 
 AAS 2000/SOC 2120 
 AAS 3100 
 CJS 4540 
 EDU 3200 
 ENL 2360 
 ENL 2850 
 GEO 2110 
 HIS 2900 
 HIS 3480 
 HUS 4410 
 MUS 2090 
 NUR 2100 
 PHL 3081 

PYC 2650 
 PYC 2750 
 PYC 3410 
 PYC 3420 
 PYC 3540 
 RELS 2180 
 RELS 2440 
 RELS 4140 

RELS 4141  
 WGS 2000 
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    F5: Spirituality and Meaning Related to Personal Development 
 CAS 2000/RELS 2000 
 CAS 3000/RELS 4320/HIS 3090 
 CAS 3530/RELS 3530 
 NUR 2100 
 PHL 3020/RELS 3000 
 PYC 2620/LEAD 2000 
     
 
F6: Spirituality and Meaning Related to Social Justice 
 AAS 3100 
 ARCH 1290 
 BUS 3190 

CAS 2000/RELS 2000 
 CAS 3000/RELS 4320/HIS 3090 
 CAS 3470/RELS 3470 
 CAS 3530/RELS 3530 
 CHM 4740 
 EDU 4000 
 ENL 2360 
 NUR 4755 
 PHL 3020/RELS 3000 
 PHL 3560 
 PYC 2620/LEAD 2000 
 RELS 2200 
 RELS 2230 
 RELS 2240 
 RELS 2245 
 RELS 3430 
 RELS 3480 
 WGS 2000 
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The C C R C also recommends that: 

1. The MFA Core Curriculum Committee (MFA CCC), as a part of establishing its operational 
procedures, draft an appeals process for occasions when course proposals are rejected by 
departmental level experts. This appeals process must be approved by the MFA before it is 
implemented. 

2. The Guidelines for Proposing a Course for Inclusion in the University Core Curriculum 
should be revised to reflect the following: 

a. The MFA CCC be the sole entity responsible for the Core Curriculum including the 
review of Core course proposals.  This will require a revision to reflect the dissolution 

Committees as a required step in the process of approval. The MFA CCC should avail 
itself of subject area expertise outside of the committee on an as needed basis. 
(Process) 

b. It is especially important that programs continue to integrate the F themes into their 
programs and that a process be in place to facilitate this integration so programs will 
fully adopt these integrating themes, either in courses required for other parts of the 
core or in their required courses for the programs/majors. As a part of this, a method 
for determining which courses proposed for integrated theme attributes are program 
required courses needs to be put in place. The Course Proposal Document should be 
amended with a box that will allow faculty to indicate, if the course is being 
submitted for an F attribute only, how the course is required for their program. 

 
c. Individual courses or bundled courses can be considered together to address the sets 

of outcomes for a particular attribute, but all outcomes of that attribute must be 
addressed in order for the course or bundle to be considered for meeting that core 
attribute. 

d. F, integrating themes can be met through integration in program/major courses, B-E 
core courses, or as stand-alone courses that meet more than one of the themes. With 
this in mind, and with concerns for transfer students, it is further proposed that: 

i. Two seminar-type courses be developed through interdisciplinary 
collaboration to become cornerstone and capstone courses. These courses 
could meet both the needs of traditional students whose programs cannot 
incorporate the themes into the program courses, and/or transfer students who 
may have met the requirements for other core courses but whose transferred 
courses do not address the uniqueness of the integrating themes. It is proposed 
that the cornerstone course address three of the integrating themes: critical 
thinking, understanding human differences, and spirituality and meaning for 
personal development. The cornerstone course is intended to be an early 

learning experience, the capstone course, again ideally developed through 
interdisciplinary collaboration, would address the other three integrating 
themes: cultural diversity, spirituality and meaning for social justice and, 
reading, writing, and research using a culminating project for this iterative 
process. Both courses could use service learning as an integral part of the 
learning. 

Koukal


Koukal
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e. That the wording of outcomes be revisited to edit for clarity and the number of 
outcomes in each knowledge area based on feedback from all review committees and 
relevant departments.  (Content) 

f. Develop a rubric for each Core Attribute that lists the outcomes for that attribute and 
then will clearly communicate areas of strength and weakness in the proposal.  
(Content)  

g. Develop a template, like the one used by the RCITs, that will be used to provide clear 
feedback and revision suggestions to the proposer. (Content) 

3. That the Summary Tracking Table for Core Proposals continue to be used and a read-only 
version should be made available to all faculty. (Process) 

4. That the two-stage process of reviewing proposals be continued: (Process) 

a. Review of proposals for completeness of the proposal. 

b. Review of the content by the MFA CCC and subject area experts as needed. 

5. That the Blackboard site be retained and transferred for use by the CCC.  (Process) 
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Template for Communicating with Course Proposal Authors 

Concerning Courses that Need Revision 
 
To:       [PROPOSAL AUTHOR NAME/S] 
From:  [number/name of committee 
Re: Proposal for inclusion of [Course number/name] in the Core Curriculum 
  
Dear [PROPOSAL AUTHORS], 
  
On behalf of the [Name of committee], I want to thank you for submitting the proposal to 
include [Course number/name] in the new Core Curriculum. 
  
The committee reviewed your proposal in light of the outcomes for F-: 
  

[List of outcomes for the theme] 
  
In reviewing proposals, the committee looked for explicit evidence that a proposed 
course would achieve each outcome. The means of doing so needed to apply to each 
student taking the course (it could not be optional). Each outcome also needed to be 
assessed in the materials provided to the committee. 
  
As currently proposed, [Course number] does not indicate that [specific concern 
attached to specific outcome and outcome language]  At this time, therefore, we cannot 
recommend the course for inclusion in the new Core for [attribute]. However, we 
strongly encourage you to revise and resubmit the proposals after addressing this issue.  
  
Because of the tight schedule for this second round, your revised proposal should be 
sent back to [name of CCC contact] by [specific date] 
  
If you submit a revised proposal we ask that you highlight in yellow any revisions you 
make to the original proposals so we can easily review the changes. Please submit 
revised -mail address and/or phone]. Please also 
let me know if you have any questions or if I can be of any assistance to you in this 
process. Our role is to facilitate this process toward acceptance of your proposal into 
the core as much as we can. 
  
Thank you, 
  
  
[CCC Contact] 
  
Note: when this is sent to the author, CC it to [TBD] 
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Template for Communicating with Course Proposal Authors 

For Approved Courses  
 
 

To:       [PROPOSAL AUTHOR NAME/S] 
From:  [name of committee 
Re: Proposal for inclusion of [Course number/name] in the Core Curriculum 
  
Dear [PROPOSAL AUTHORS], 
  
On behalf of the [Name of committee], I want to thank you for submitting the proposal to 
include [Course number/name] in the new Core Curriculum. 
Your course proposal was reviewed by our committee and I am happy to inform you that 
it we have voted to recommend your course for inclusion into the new core curriculum. 
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Thank you once again for your commitment to a faculty lead and constructed core 
curriculum. 
 

 
  
Note: when this is sent to the author, CC it to [TBD] 
  
 


